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Kush Bottles Applauds New Packaging
Law in Colorado
Marijuana packaging requirements for recreational sales now extend to
medical dispensing.

SANTA ANA, Calif., March 21, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- Kush Bottles, North America's premier
supplier of certified, child-resistant packaging and Colorado compliant Philips Rx Pop Top
bottles for the marijuana industry, commented today on the new law in Colorado that
requires edible marijuana products sold to medical marijuana patients meet the same
packaging standards as that for adult use.

Ben Wu, CEO of Kush Bottles, said that this change in the law closed a potentially
dangerous loophole. "We agree with Governor Hickenlooper, and believe that marijuana
should not be easily accessible or attractive to children," Ben commented. "This change in
the law will help improve child safety, and will protect the marijuana industry from the fallout
that could occur with a child's accidental ingestion."

The new law requires edible marijuana products sold to medical marijuana patients meet the
same packaging standards as those for adult use - in containers that are opaque and meet
certified child-resistance standards.

Kush Bottles provides approved child-resistant packaging solutions for medical and adult use
marijuana.

The company is the exclusive provider of Colorado MED-compliant Philips Rx Pop Top
bottles, which have been certified to meet the standards for child resistance as set by the
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) and ASTM, which fulfill the requirements of
Title 16 CFR 1700 of the Poison Prevention Packaging Act.

For more information on Kush Bottles, or to discuss child-resistant packaging solutions, call:
(888)-920-5874, or visit the website at: www.kushbottles.com.

Connect with Kush on Facebook:facebook.com/KushBottles

Follow Kush Bottles on Twitter: twitter.com/kushbottles

Read the Kush Bottles blog: kushbottles.wordpress.com/

About Kush Bottles, Inc.: 

Kush Bottles is the nation's largest supplier of child resistant and medical grade containers
for the marijuana industry.  The company sells a full line of packaging solutions, including the
Philips Rx Pop Top bottles, which are certified child resistant by the Consumer Product
Safety Commission. Kush Bottles are made in the USA with FDA-approved materials.

http://www.kushbottles.com/
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For more information on Kush Bottles, please contact the Customer Relations Department at
(888) 920-5874 or go online at www.kushbottles.com
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